LEADER SPOTLIGHT

JEREMY MOON

Founder and Executive Director, Icebreaker®

“Icebreaker believes in authenticity,
achievement, adventure and passion.”

FIRST JOB

SELLING COMPUTERS
I lived in Providence, Rhode Island, when I was 12
years old, and I taught myself to code from a book.
A year later I got my first job working at a
tradeshow selling computers, getting paid $2
an hour. My first grown-up job was working as
a consumer researcher; I did that for about two
years before I started Icebreaker when I was 24.”

BEST CAREER ADVICE

NEVER WASTE A GOOD CRISIS
It’s during times of challenge that we are
asked to think differently, come up with
unique solutions and focus on what’s truly
important. Those focusing moments can be
transformative for a business.

MOST REWARDING PART OF MY CAREER

CRACKING THE EUROPEAN MARKET
After seven really challenging years, we finally landed London-based Snow+Rock as
a new account, which was one of the larger and cooler snow retailers at the time. I
had been waiting 18 months to get an appointment and walked out with an order for
nine new stores. I was skipping and smiling down the streets of London like a young
boy because in my mind I believed we had just cracked the European market.

LEADERSHIP PHILOSOPHY

LEAD WITH
PURPOSE + VISION
I’m very outcome focused; I work with people on
what’s possible in the future. I make sure our work is
energizing and has a sense of positive impact, not
just for the company but for serving our customers
and the planet. I start with a vision and use strategy
to achieve that vision. When you’re building
something, there are always times of breakdown,
but that’s when the greatest creativity happens.
Breakdown leads to a breakthrough, and there is a
constant cycle of this. Challenges equal opportunity
and excitement.

ICEBREAKER’S

PURPOSE

Driven by our belief that nature always has
the answers, we provide natural performance
alternatives to plastic-based apparel to create
a healthier and more sustainable future for
our species, and the planet.
ADVICE FOR
YOUNGER PROFESSIONALS

DEVELOP YOUR OWN
SELF-AWARENESS
It’s the soft human skills of creativity,
imagination, communication and instinct
that fuel the fire behind a great business.

HOW I UNWIND

FAMILY, NATURE AND COLLECTING WINE
My greatest joy is traveling with my four amazing kids and my incredible partner Olivia. We go somewhere new
around the world every year. When we are in New Zealand, we live a simple life, but it’s adventurous and
connected to nature. I’m also a passionate wine buff. I have a deep collection of French wines going back to the
1960s, and I enjoy exploring wine regions around the world. I love the connection between people and the land.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE FUTURE OF VF

ALIGNMENT OF ETHOS,
ETHICS AND VALUES
We were looking for alignment of ethos, ethics and
values, and an opportunity for Icebreaker to reach its
potential and deliver on its purpose. Icebreaker has
proven to be a global concept, but the next stage is to
become a famous brand. The opportunity with VF
energizes me and the entire Icebreaker team. It feels
like the Icebreaker journey is only beginning.

